info & bookings:
dutchstatusquotribute@gmail.com
Tel: 0031 (0)6 – 52547616
http://facebook.com/statusquo4ever

Biografy
Status Quo, also known as The Quo or simply Quo, is an English rock band
whose music is characterized by a strong boogiewoogie style. The band has
achieved more than 60 hits in the UK, more than any other rock band (22 singles
reached the top ten in the United Kingdom). The band has its own distinctive
style of a few chords, easy lyrics and a solid rhythm and had huge hits worldwide
including Mean Girl, Paper Plane, Caroline, Down Down, Break the Rules,
Whatever You Want, Rockin' All Over the World, The Wanderer en In the Army
Now. The biggest hit was in 1975 with the live version of Roll over lay down,
from the album Hello! (1973).
Status Quo Forever (SQF) was founded after a publication on Facebook in April
2017 and consists of excellent musicians with years of experience. From the
start, the ambitions were clear: to become the best Status Quo Tribute in
Europe. Already during the first rehearsals it was clear that this was not an
empty promise, the musicians of Status Quo Forever have worked very hard.
With fiddling you will never be the best!
Status Quo Forever has no dream, Status Quo Forever has a plan!
Meanwhile, Status Quo Forever has already proved on numerous stages that the
promise has definitely been fulfilled. Quo fans praise the energy, enthusiasm and
perfection with which the songs are performed. In their own words brings them
back to the heyday of Status Quo, from the late sixties to the beginning of the
eighties (the so-called Frantic Four period). Also the audience, that is not very
familiar with the legacy of Status Quo,
is surprised by the large number of hits and the accessibility of the lesser known
songs.
Expect a memorable performance from Status Quo Forever with the energy and
rawness that Status Quo is known for but that also honours the harmonious
vocals and the perfectly matched guitar playing of front men Rossi / Parfitt. All
the big hits will be heard as well, especially for the fans, lesser known gems such
as Mystery Song, Big Fat Mama, Softer Ride, Rolling Home and 4500
Times. Status Quo Forever can draw from a repertoire of at least 35 songs and
guarantees an excellent sound (own sound engineer) and a balanced light show.
Playing time:
• Festivals: about 75 minutes
• Full Show: approx. 2.5 hours, preferably continuous

